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A BSTRACT
A common problem organizations face is determining which
security updates to perform and patches to apply to minimize
the risk of potential vulnerabilities in their infrastructure.
Limited budgets and resources constrain organizations to select
a set of the most security critical updates that they can afford
to perform; thus, it is very important for vulnerability risks
to be computed accurately [5]. The accuracy of these risk
assessments improves with the scope of data available; the
more attacks that are represented in the dataset the easier it
will be to determine which vulnerabilities are most likely to
be exploited and how much damage an exploit is likely to
cause [4].
In particular, organizations can improve the accuracy of
their cyber risk assessments by pooling their data, as a dataset
that covers the infrastructure of multiple institutions would
allow each of them to account for attacks that others had
experienced [4]. Sharing information to produce a broad
dataset would greatly improve the ability of each organization
involved to make value assignments, but is impractical due
to the sensitive nature of the data involved. Organizations
are understandably unwilling to publicly reveal information
pertaining to current vulnerabilities or past attacks as it could
be damaging to both their security and reputation. These
privacy concerns may prevent organizations from sharing their
datasets to obtain a more accurate risk assessment.
To address these concerns, we propose the use of secure
multiparty computation (MPC) to allow organizations to perform joint analytics while maintaining the confidentiality of
their own data (e.g. [6], [3], [1]). MPC enables mutually
distrusting parties to compute on their private data without
revealing their inputs or outputs of the computation. More
formally, using MPC, n parties P1 , . . . , Pn having private
input data x1 , . . . , xn can compute a function (y1 , . . . , yn ) =
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) so that each party Pi learns only its intended
output yi and nothing more. Specifically, in the setting of cyber
risk assessment, this means that the organizations can compute
relevant statistics and analyses on the global infrastructure
while still keeping the details of their local infrastructure and
vulnerabilities private. Moreover, this privacy guarantee holds
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even if some bounded number of the organizations collude
or share data in an effort to learn details about a specific
organizations infrastructure. Thus, MPC enables the desired
level of collaboration while overcoming the privacy concerns
that have previously prevented data sharing in this application
scenario.
While MPC allows new collaborative capabilities, it also
incurs performance overheads, primarily from communication
costs. The performance overheads depend significantly on the
function to be computed and the specific protocol design and
implementation. In this talk, we will describe the design, implementation, and evaluation of MPC protocols for cooperative
cyber risk assessment. We first identify computations relevant
to this application. We then design and implement MPC protocols for these computations using on top of building blocks
in VIFF, an open-source MPC framework [2]. We evaluate
performance of these protocols and identify bottlenecks. We
will also discuss the security, flexibility, and scalability of our
protocols in terms of number of organizations participating in
the computation and input sizes.
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